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Class: IX 

 

Rivers play a vital role in the Geography of a territory and an important role in 

each living thing's life. Let us know more about rivers. 

Objectives: 

1. To inculcate inquisitiveness among children. 

2. To generate research ability to analyse on a topic and come to a conclusion. 

3. To improve presentation skills verbal as well as non – verbal. 

4. To channelize the communicative potential among children. 

 

 

Geography 

How a river is originating?  What are the tributaries of a river? Why it is called so?     

Prepare an e- book (in detail with pictures)(models) 

History : 

The role of rivers in Indian civilisation. ( A detailed study) 

Sanskrit 

 What are the major rivers of India? It’s peculiar name in Sanskrit/History. ( in 

Assignment sheet) 

Hindi 

  Mythological connections of rivers. ( Write up in assignment sheet) 

Marathi  

 Though we have many rivers, why we are facing water scarcity (with examples). 

   Can we solve this problem?( Write an essay) 



 

 

Science 

Why rivers are getting polluted? Find out the agents that play a major role in 

polluting rivers.  Steps to clean a river.  ( a well defining PPT) 

 

 

Maths 

Find out the condition of rivers which are regenerated after a cleanup mission. 

Represent the before/after condition of rivers after a cleanup mission in a bar 

graph ( atleast 5 rivers) 

English 

More points can be added. 

Prepare a well informative, pictorial PPT and ready for a Talk Show.  

Physical Education: 

Search to know more about river sports.  Choose anyone of your choice and write 

its information with pictures on assignment sheets. ( History, rules, skills etc.) 

Defence Studies: 

Study about disasters for which river can be a reason. Which forces help people in 

this situation? Write about these forces ( in assignment sheet) 

Water Security: 

Identify the factors that harm the river.  Is it right to perform religious activities on 

the river banks? Give your reason. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Instructions to children 

 Must read the entire project 2 to 3 times to understand it well, before 

working on it. 

 Talk to your parents, elders in the family to get their perspective about the 

topics. 

 Do not copy paste any content directly from the internet. You must refer to 

different sources available in the social media, make note of it, plan your 

idea for each subject.  Let your creativity do wonders here.  

 Prepare your Action Plan, kick start. 

 Do not forget to refer the different sources or sites that you utilised for this 

project. 

 You can utilise technology for your aid. 

 Divide your time smartly for this project, it means, do not try to complete it 

at a stretch.  Take time to come up with  different and dynamic projects. 

 

 

 

1.Diary Writing: 

Make note of the minor incidents happened in a day.  You can utilize a small 

pocket diary or notebook to mention it.  At night, before bedtime narrate all 

these incidents to your diary in written form. 

Write the Date 

Begin with Dear Diary…, 

 It can be a lifelong activity. 

 

2. Learn a new game 

3. Read books. 



 

 

    Few authors are recommended here 

     Sudha Murthy, Enid Blyton, Ruskin Bond, R. K. Narayan,  Aravind Adiga. ……. 

     You can also try biographies and auto biographies,  

Also try books like Rich dad Poor Dad by Robert T. Kiyosaki 

Whichever book it may, make sure to write a brief summary of it after reading, it 

will help in the long run. 

 

 

Let’s enjoy a happy and fruitful summer vacation 

Good Luck   

__________ 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 


